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COACHING FOR A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
As we consider variations for the school year 2020-21, one truth seems certain: Teachers will
be adapting their instructional delivery. Mastering the tools was the first step; many are now
proficient with some tools for delivery, be it Google Classroom, Seesaw, Padlet or Flipgrid. The
challenge forward is revising our instructional pedagogy to meet the different demands of
online learning.
While the foundations of good instruction, such as clear learning targets, engagement, inquiry
and formative assessment all remain the same, new approaches are needed for online delivery.
For example, how do we engage students without keeping them glued to the computer? How
do we use technology to collaborate with co-teachers and support staff? How do we implement
universal access strategies in virtual instruction? It’s not the technology that does the job of
teaching; it is up to us to leverage that technology creatively in concert with our teaching
philosophies and smart pedagogical practice to create the best experience for students.
Teachers will need well-paced, accessible professional development and welcoming, articulate
mentors to coach them in this process. Demonstrated Success invites you to participate with
other member schools in our “Coaching for a Virtual Environment” to make sure that your
teachers get the support they need in the upcoming year.
Support will include:
Twice monthly webinars from September to June (live and recorded)
Resource and discussion site will feature a 1-page vetted resource list for each webinar
Each webinar will end with an actionable challenge to try in class that week
Office hours 1x weekly for teachers to call in to share their ideas, and discuss questions
based on the webinars
Community conversations 1x per month with special interest cohorts
Engaging parents
Supporting special needs and EL learners
Implementing effective grade-level teams
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SAMPLE WEBINAR TOPICS
Techniques for Student Engagement

Engaging Parents to Help Their Students

Strategies to Create a Connected Classroom
Community

Implementing Synchronous & Asynchronous
Collaborative Student Work Groups

Ideas for a Healthy Schedule for Students
Collaborating with Co-teachers, Support
Staff and Specialists
Systems for Special Education & EL Teachers
and Paraprofessionals to Collaborate with
Classroom Teachers
Tools for Online Collaboration Between
General Education & Unified Arts
Collecting Artifacts and Assessment Data to
Judge Student Mastery
Guided Reading and Conferring with
Students K-5
Using Manipulatives During Virtual Math
Instruction K-5

Ideas to Measure Student Engagement /
Attendance
Appropriate Special Education
Accommodations
Accurately Diagnosing Needs for ELL
& Newcomer Students and Providing
Appropriate Instruction
Planning for Performance Assessment &
Project Based Learning
Instructional Strategies to Build Autonomy
and Agency for Students
Supporting Students with Executive
Functioning Challenges

Strategies to Improve your Morning
Meetings & Advisories
Pricing based on school size. Packages start at $2,000.
*Schools can purchase additional days for their districts for in-depth training on any of the above topics
**Webinars may vary slightly based on school needs

Access to
30 hours
of PD

Timely &
relevant
training for
all staff

“Every webinar I attend that you

“Learning about ways to stay organized and

have given has helped me feel

to assist my students with severe executive

more confident as I swim in this

functioning issues was the most beneficial to me.

technological tsunami that has

I am anxious to see how I can tweak some of the

collided with my life.”

charts presented in a manner to suit my students.”
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HOME/SCHOOL CONNECTION: PARENTS AS INSTRUCTIONAL PARTNERS
Families are an integral part of student learning now more than ever. How do schools
adequately help families in the supportive role of educating their children? Just as schools
provide professional development for educators, we believe families need the opportunity to
grow and learn as educators.
Your families will benefit from:
Monthly webinars that support
them as educational partners
Office hours for parents of
students K-8 to dive deeper
into the month’s webinar and
resources
Monthly guest speakers focusing
on social emotional learning
Online standards-aligned grade
level resources and strategies
Your school/district will benefit from:
Families feeling valued and
empowered with effective
practices to support their
children
Educators with increased
bandwidth because they have a
partner in supporting families
A consistent approach between
parents and teachers

Pricing based on school size. Packages start at $4,000.
Additional specific district support available.

“Their team quickly created a tiered support system to provide virtual professional development
for teachers, leaders and families.They produced and promoted webinars (multiple per day),
resource guides and developed community discussions to help school leaders and teachers pivot
to virtual instruction. Demonstrated Success’ support reached the vast majority of our educators
in New Hampshire, and their resources are still being used. The support Demonstrated Success
provided to move New Hampshire educators to virtual instruction was crucial.”
– Caitlin Davis,
Division Director, NH DOE
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SAMPLE WEBINAR TOPICS
Technology for Parents and Caregivers
Translating Recordings on YouTube for ELL
Families

Simple Activities to Develop Your Child’s
Number Fluency
Unpacking Program and Standards
Language in Math

Communication Tools for Speakers of
Other Languages

Supporting Your Student With Writing

Best Online Instructional Technology
Sources for Literacy

Setting Up Routines to Support Your Child’s
Success with Virtual Learning

Best Online Instructional Technology
Sources for Math

Tips to Help Caregivers Increase Student
Engagement

Reading With Your Child to Build
Comprehension and Vocabulary

Tools to Monitor Your Students’ Internet
Access

Simple Activities to Improve Your Child’s
Fluency and Decoding

Strategies and Tools to Make Learning
Visual

Using the 8 Math Practices at Home

Transcripts available for translation through Google Translate’s free service.
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STRENGTHENING YOUR SCHOOL’S MTSS (MULTI-TIERED SYSTEM OF SUPPORTS)
Due to school closures in the spring, educators were unable to teach some material traditionally
addressed at the end of the school year. To add to this challenge, we are experiencing a longer
than usual summer which will exacerbate the “summer slide.” You are probably wondering which
skills your students will be able to demonstrate and where the gaps will lie when school resumes
in the fall. We can help put your questions to rest with three distinct service options:
DIRECT SUPPORT
Our Demonstrated Success team has decades of experience collecting, reporting and analyzing
student data to determine where students are in the trajectory of their grade level standards and
competencies. We can work remotely with your teacher teams to build the framework for this
process, slowly releasing responsibility so they accomplish this work independently. Our proven
method will enable teachers to identify areas of need and deliver interventions as needed.
Our initial focus will be on grade and subject-level team building, and then our trainers will guide
your team to:
Create assessments for Math,
Reading & Writing
Collect and analyze data
Identify intervention needs
Schedule & plan for interventions
Select & develop intervention
strategies
OUTSOURCED SUPPORT
If buy-in or time is an issue for
your educators, you can choose to
outsource most of the above sections
of the MTSS process. For example,
we can create assessments that align
with standards, collect the results,
and generate a report to help your
teachers target their intervention
instruction.
STEP-BY-STEP DATA DRIVEN INSTRUCTION
Our coaches will facilitate your grade level/content area teams through each step of the data
driven instructional cycle using our guide: Tools and Protocols to Implement PLCs with Fidelity.
In this hands-on, experiential 21-week webinar series (see next page) beginning in midSeptember, our trainers will begin each session by introducing and providing templates and
models of each data driven inquiry step. Teams will execute on their own and share-out at the
next weekly webinar. Teams will self-assess, establish improvement goals, and work through a
second cycle with our support, repeating the process until mid-February. A weekly virtual office
hour will be available for teams to ask our trainers for assistance.
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WEBINAR TOPICS
Review of Professional Learning
Communities (PLC)
Guiding Principles of an Effective Team:
Norms, Roles & Communication
Operationalizing the PLC Self Evaluation
Rubric
Goal setting: Use Data to Establish Your
Year-Long Goal
Choosing Learning Targets: Standards vs
Curriculum Maps vs Pacing Guides
Defining Cycle 1: Creating a PreAssessment
Abbreviated Data Dive Protocol for PreAssessment Data
Establishing a Cycle Smart Goal and
Student Intervention Groups
Identifying Strategies and Materials for
Intervention
Creating or Choosing a Post Assessment or
Progress Monitoring Tool

Abbreviated Data Dive Protocol for PostAssessment Data
Documenting and Celebrating Student
Progress
Self-Assessment and Goal Setting with the
PLC Rubric
Defining Cycle II: Pre-Assessment
Abbreviated Data Dive Protocol for PreAssessment Cycle II Data
Establishing a Cycle II Smart Goal and
Student Intervention Groups
Identifying Strategies and Materials
Creating or Choosing a Post Assessment or
Progress Monitoring Tool Cycle II
Abbreviated Data Dive Protocol for PreAssessment Data
Documenting and Celebrating Student
Progress Cycle II
Self-Assessment and Goal Setting with the
PLC Rubric

Pricing based on school size. Packages begin at $1,500.
Ask about our customized packages.
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STUDENT PORTFOLIOS
The virtual learning experiment this spring has
prevented educators from administering many of
their traditional assessments. The upside of this
is the challenge of finding alternative ways
to judge whether a student can demonstrate
mastery of specific skills and concepts. The
Demonstrated Success team took this
challenge and ran with it. We designed
the Online Portfolio Solution. The
Demonstrated Success Online Portfolio
Solution provides a centralized system for
teachers and students to house student
work. Within a student’s Portfolio,
grade level learning targets are defined
by subject area, as well as, teacher resources to
support student learning. Students and teachers can
select work that represents mastery of chosen learning targets
and create a body of work that allows students to show mastery and
teachers to evaluate.
This Online Portfolio Solution:
Defines grade and subject area standards and learning targets
Links to learning resources per standard
Offers student models/exemplars per learning target
Creates a consistent system to house, organize, and disseminate student learning
collaboratively between teacher and student
Fosters engagement and self direction as students view explicit learning targets and make
choices about how to show their mastery
Allows for student & teacher dialogue around student work and mastery of learning targets
If your school district is looking for a consistent platform to identify student needs, create a
tailored plan to meet needs, and empower students to take ownership of learning, the Online
Portfolio Solution is for you. Contact us for more information at info@DemonstratedSuccess.com

444 Middle Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801
262-7DS-INFO
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